We affirm this meditation healing circle as an answer to
our own call to live a spirit-filled life. We acknowledge
the presence of love, strength and peace and we have
faith in its power to guide, bless & heal.

Closing Prayer- “I am…”

We affirm the profound effects of joining together with
a common interest as we remember your teaching; “If
two of you on the earth agree about anything you ask
for, it will be done for you by our Father in heaven. For
where two or three are gathered, I am there in their
midst.”

know. This presence is like that of a true friend, for

We affirm the important role everyone plays in our
awakening. We honor and are grateful to all who hear
the call and answer it through willingness to dissolve
blocks, embrace their spiritual nature and let it express
through them out into the world.
We affirm that through our joint willingness to reach
inward to encounter Spirit, we strengthen our
connection, transcend ego belief patterns and receive
new insights, spiritual answers and healing which
benefits everyone.

I am in the presence of spirit. This presence is all
about me. It is the air I breathe. It is all I see and

in knowing every impulse it loves me still.
This calm and peace within is my center of the
universe. It does not change. This peace extending
through me is a continuous vibration of peace
which is sensed by everyone I contact and
consequently my presence blesses all. As I give
forth this vibration of peace the world is saved
from all effects of the belief in sin.
having moved past the cloud of guilt and sought
the truth of God’s Creation, I now go forth,
strengthened and renewed in body and mind, for
this peace of the spirit within me is a reality; it

We Ask Only This….
Divine Creator, Source of all Creation

abides with me at all times. I am guided by infinite
intelligence in all that I shall do or say as the Spirit
extends the miracle to bless us all.

We ask for purity of mind, for growth in our
spiritual awareness, for inner strength, and to
remember that Love is what we are and what You
are.
We give our faith and devotion to what is true and
ask for freedom from all that is untrue.
We acknowledge that when we are healed we are
not healed alone and so we receive tonight on
behalf of everyone.
Bless us with clear thinking, memory of our truth
and wisdom to guide us home.
Amen

Amen

